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1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
The stipulation of exponential decay as a prerequisite for obtaining unique 
or discrete families of solutions out of an infinity of possible solutions is funda- 
mental in boundary layer theory. A particular class of problems of which this is 
true is the class of linear eigenvalue problems arising out of perturbation analyses 
about well known similarity solutions of fluid mechanics. Schemes at present in 
the literature which have been devised to identify appropriate eigenvalues and 
associated eigenfunctions have been based on asymptotic analysis and backward 
integration. Recently an alternative initial value approach has been outlined in 
[l] which incorporates the integration of non-linear equations associated with the 
original linear system through a Riccati transformation. It is the purpose of this 
note to illustrate, through simple examples, the elements of the success of this 
latest method in isolating exponential decay eigenvalues. 
2. A PROTOTYPE EQUATION 
The essential features of the class of problems under discussion are inherent 
in the prototype equation 
y” + xy’ + uy = 0 
subject to the boundary conditions 
Y(O) = 0; y-+0 as X+CO. 
Two linearly independent solutions of (2.1) are 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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where M(a, c, t) is Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric function. Since 
Yl(O> = 1; Y;(o) = 0 
Yz(O) = 0; YXO) = 1 
it is clear that eigensolutions of (2.1) under the prescribed boundary conditions 
are constant multiples of 
Y&i 4. 
Thus in general, values of u > 0 provide a continuous set of eigenvalues leading 
to non-trivial solutions y(x) satisfying the boundary conditions. However if it 
is prescribed that decay to zero as x + co should be exponential the asymptotic 
behaviour of 
w t a-C 
M(a, C, t) - r(a) e t (2.3) 
reveals that this will only be the case when the condition 
I 
T(l - u/2) = O (2.4) 
is satisfied i.e. exponential decay of eigensolutions is only assured for the 
discrete set of eigenvalues 
u =2(n4 1) n- (n = 0, 1, 2 )... ). 
With condition (2.4) satisfied M, may be expressed in terms of the generalised 
Laguerre polynomials of order 6 as 
M, (-n, +, 4) = n! $+$$‘3) (5:) (n = o, I, 2 ,... ). (2.5) 
In fact the orthogonality properties of the polynomial representations lead to the 
following orthogonality relation 
s 30 ex2f2y,y, dx = 0 (n ?I m, 92, m = 0, I, 2 ,...) 
0 
where 
Yn(X) = xe-z2’2Mn(x). 
Hence eigensolutions decaying at least as fast as exp[ -x2/4] form a complete 
orthogonal set. The solutions have oscillatory followed by exponential behaviour 
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and any particular eigenfunction has one zero fewer than the next higher 
eigenfunction. Away from these critical values of un algebraic decay contribu- 
tions enter into the solutions and orthogonality properties are no longer valid. 
However reference to [2] reveals that the Sturmian properties of solutions remain 
unchanged over intervals un < o < u,,+~ so that as (T varies continuously from 
en+i towards on the number of zeros displayed by solutions remains unchanged. 
Moreover the position of zeros varies continuously towards increasing x loca- 
tions as o decreases towards CT, . As uR is approached the largest zero moves to 
infinity and finally vanishes at u = CT~ . Accordingly the demarcation points of u 
between numbers of zeros displayed by the infinite family of solutions over all 0 
will coincide with the eigenvalues associated with the discrete set of exponential 
decay solutions. Indeed it is this property that it is suggested may be exploited 
in the evaluation of eigenvalues in more general circumstances not amenable to 
analytic examination. 
3. THE METHOD 
To exploit the assertion that the discrete set of eigenvalues associated with 
exponential decay coincide with demarcation points of u between ranges of 
general solutions over all u with common numbers of zeros a simple counting 
device over the semi-infinite interval in x is required. The work of Scott, 
Shampine and Wing [3] af? or s d p recisely such a device. The authors examine the 
second order linear system 
$ = A(& u) u(z) + B(z, u) V(Z) 
(3.1) 
- 2 = C(z, u) u(z) + D(x, u) v(z) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
u(0) = 0; U(X) = 0; O<.Z<X. 
A characteristic length is defined as that value z = X, for which a prescribed 
value of o gives rise to a non-trivial solution of the system. For a specified X, an 
eigenvalue is obtained by establishing, in an interpolative manner, that D for 
which x is a characteristic length of the problem. Integration of an associated first 
order, non-linear, Riccati differential equation 
R(O) = 0; 
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obtained after invoking the transformation 
u(z) = R(z) w(z) 
leads to locations of characteristic lengths simply as points where 
R(x,) = 0. (3.3) 
In the course of such an integration singularities in the R-system may be 
encountered which are traversed via the complementary equation 
-w4 = C(% 4 + qq4z, 0) + qz, u)S(z) + S(z)B(z, u) S(z) (3.4) 
arising out of the transformation 
w(z) = S(x) U(Z). 
Thus locating zeros of R, in this initial value manner, results in the assembly of 
information generating curves u = a,(x) out of which eigenvalues for a particular 
value x = L may be extracted by interpolation. Over a semi-infinite interval 
one would expect curves a,(x) to asymptote the desired eigenvalue as x -+ 03. 
It is clear that this device is exactly suited to the required purpose of demarcation 
of ranges of ~7 for which solutions display common numbers of zeros. 
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With 
Y(Z) = 4z) 
Y’(Z) = 44 
the prototype equation is formulated with 
A(z, u) = 0, B(z, u) = 1, C(z, u) = u, qz, u) = z (3.5) 
as 
R’(z) = 1 + zR(z) + &22(z); R(O) = 0 
s’(z) = -u - S(z) - P(z). 
(3.6) 
Integration and location of R(x,) = 0 have been performed and the curves U,(X) 
are illustrated in Fig. 1. The discrete set of eigenvalues have been successfully 
isolated and may be obtained to any desired accuracy. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In an examination of solutions of the energy equation when velocities are 
described by perturbations about the Blasius solution Libby and Fox [4] 
presented the following eigenvalue problem 
Y” +foY’ + UfiY = 0 (4.1) 
subject to boundary conditions 
Y(O) = 0; Y-f0 as x-+00. 
Here fi is the Blasius velocity profile defined by the equation 
f,“-tfofo”=O 
fo(0) =fl(O) = 0; fo'(a3) = 1. 
(f;(O) = 0.469600). 
(4.2) 
Non-trivial solutions satisfying the boundary conditions exist for all u > 0. 
However in the context of boundary layer theory only those solutions displaying 
exponential decay are deemed appropriate. Since for large X, f. N x - K and 
f; N 1, where K is a known constant it may be shown that eigenfunctions 
decaying at least as fast as exp[-(x - K)“/4] form a complete orthogonal set 
with respect to the weighting function (f$f i). Moreover the discrete set U, is 
positive and real. 
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YG4 = $4 
Y’W = 44 
this example may then be formulated in the manner of Section 3 with 
A(.z, u) = 0; B(x, u) = I ; C(z, u) = vfo’; w, 4 = fo . 
The associated Riccati equations are 
R’(z) = 1 + f0 * R(z) + ufo’ * P(z); R(O) = 0 
s’(x) = -vfi + f. * S(z) + S2(z). 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
It remains to investigate the assertion of Section 2 by integrating equation (4.4) 
appropriately over the range of v > 0. Initial estimates of locations of e$ponen- 
tial decay eigenvalues may be obtained by examining an approximation of (4.1) 
for small x, where f. N &x2 (LY = O&59600), namely 
y” + &fx”y’ + ao!xy = 0. (4.5) 
The substitution 
y(x) = &P(t); t=orX3/6 
leads to Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric equation 
tP” + (8 - t) P’ + (u - 1) P = 0 (4.6) 
with general solution 
P(t) = aM ( 2(1 ; 4 ) ) f ) t) + bt1’3M (1 - $ ) f ) t) . 
The boundary condition at zero requires a = 0 and a normalised solution with 
b = 1 has behaviour 
T(4l3) 
P(t) - r(l _ 2u,3j t-2o/3 exp(t) 
for large t. 
Thus y(x) has algebraic behaviour for large x unless 
1 
T(l - 2u/3) = ’ 
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is satisfied i.e. initial estimates for exponential decay eigenvalues are 
un = 3n/2 (n = 1, 2,...). 
Using these initial estimates the (a, X) plane was scanned via integration of 
equations (4.4) and demarcation values of (J identified as the discrete set of 
exponential decay eigenvalues, CT, . The first ten eigenvalues are presented in 
Table I where those estimates of Libby and Fox also appear for comparison. 
TABLE I 
Fox and Libby Wilks 
1.572 1.571 
3.385 3.385 
5.25 5.252 
7.14 7.141 
9.05 9.047 
10.96 10.962 
12.88 12.884 
14.81 14.812 
16.74 16.744 
18.68 18.681 
0 2 4 I 6 8 10 12 
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Agreement is excellent and again the criterion has isolated eigenvalues for which 
associated eigenfunctions will display the desired exponential decay. Fig. 2 
illustrates the assembly of asymptotes leading to these results. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has been demonstrated that the discrete set of exponential decay eigenvalues 
of a typical boundary layer linear system may be isolated by an initial value 
counting device employing associated non-linear Riccati equations. The success 
of the device is based on the identification of ranges for u for which solutions 
display common numbers of zeros. The values of u at which a discontinuity in 
the numbers of zeros occurs coincide with the eigenvalues for which algebraic 
decay is annihilated. Similar properties obtain for higher order boundary layer 
systems for which asymptotic initiation of backward integration is no longer 
feasible. This limitation is not inherent in the work outlined here and its exten- 
sion to higher order systems may be expected to yield a method capable of 
dealing with such adverse circumstances. 
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